As the new-born baby's brain develops and becomes more fit for its purposes, Nature has her own ways of urging him continually to fresh exertions. The practice which these give him stimulates the development of the cerebral tissues, while it also increases the efficiency of the other organs and tissues concerned. As we have already seen, one of the first inducements to effort which she supplies is the pleasure the baby gets from using all Jus natural functions. Instinctive attempts to avoid sources of discomfort and distress may also play a useful part.
As the baby grows older and his increasing intelligence brings him into closer touch with his surroundings, he comes more and more under the influence of another incentive to exert himself. This is his natural desire to please his mother by doing things which he begins to realise that she wishes him to do. The pleasure derived from the exercise of his various powers and functions is often much less in the mentally defective than in the normal baby. Consequently, unless he gets special training, the progress of such limited development as his damaged brain is capable of is apt to be slower and less satisfactory than it really should be. 
I
The first thing, therefore, that we have to do in his treatment is to encourage his mother to keep on trying to make, the baby please her by practising, again and again, any of the ordinary little actions of infancy which his natural instinct is too long in teaching him. It is often surprising how clever a mother becomes in inducing, even a very backward baby, to attempt these things, and to take pleasure in doing them. As his muscular power develops, his mother must find out what things the baby has least difficulty with and likes doing, and encourage him to repeat them over and over again. Doing these things better will give him confidence, and lead him on to try other things also. He should be specially encouraged in anything that is a little difficult for him. Any success he has in such things will give him special pleasure, while trying vainly to do what is quite beyond him can only be a source of discouragement.
The difficulty mentally defective babies have in using their limbs to any purpose may be of two kinds.
In most instances, the child does too little because he does not try. In other children?those, namely, with spastic paralysis? the muscles have no lack of strength, but their movements are hampered exceedingly by the general rigidity of the body, and the consequent difficulty the child has in getting his limbs to obey his will. In a fair number of these babies, the will-power is quite strong, so that there is a good prospect of improvement from persevering training. In many of them, however, the mental condition is unfortunately of such a low grade that their weak wills are powerless against the stiffness of their limbs, so that they prove hopelessly ineducable.
When When these precautionary measures come to be generally adopted, it is believed that difficult forceps and breech cases, which have hitherto been such a source of danger to both mother and child, will cease to occur. Under these circumstances, the number of mentally defective children who owe their condition to birth-injuries, will certainly be greatly reduced.
It will always be a source of satisfaction and pride to our College that this advance in obstetrical practice, which is now spreading all over the world, originated in Edinburgh; for it is the direct result of the idea of the pre-maternity clinique which the profession owes to the far-seeing wisdom and enthusiastic persistence of our late distinguished Fellow and Honorary Librarian, Dr John W. Ballantyne.
